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Introduction
Metadex is a decentralized exchange aggregator protocol that is multi-chain
interoperable and focuses on enabling zero-fee transactions. Metadex intends to
simplify on-chain trading by bringing together many chains like Ethereum, BSC, Fantom,
Arbitrum, Avalancha, etc., under one roof. The main product's architecture allows it to
operate without gas usage and is focused on aggregating liquidity from several
protocols.
Developers may produce, maintain, and administer digital assets, also known as tokens,
on the blockchain by writing programs. Smart contracts and decentralized apps (DApps)
must be designed and built for this to operate. Many DeFi platforms are springing up,
allowing users to communicate with their favorite cryptocurrency and offer liquidity.
Metadex will offer 100 percent decentralized products and solutions for decentralized
money on the blockchain. MetaDex is a decentralized platform designed to list any DeFi
exchange automatically. Our features are centred on the demands of crypto investors.
All features will be available free, and users holding DSE and SUNI tokens will be
eligible for rewards through our Meta Dex smart contract.
Metadex is a decentralized exchange data explorer. When you have the necessary
tools, conducting your research and due diligence has never been easier. You will get
certain extra bonuses and unique features if you own Metadex tokens, which will offer
you an advantage.
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Community Driven
We are a one-stop-shop that cuts down on the number of tabs you have open simply to
trade. We think that a good user experience will help you be more efficient in making
more trades that are informed because we are traders ourselves. Meta Dex will assess
other blockchain networks' pairings and projects, and the service will always be free to
the community.

Innovative DeFi Blockchain
As we all know, decentralized networks and funds require a means through which they
may expand their criteria and continue to operate. Traditional financial products maybe
transform into transparent protocols that function without using a medium or an
intermediary with the aid of Decentralized Finances.
Many DeFi platforms are now being used to give customers the maximum liquidity for
their selected coin. The sole downside of these DeFi is that they will not engage with
users graphically through transactions.
Tokens can be fungible or non-fungible, and developers in such networks create, edit,
store, and even administer them. DApps are digital programs that allow these tokens to
work and function effectively.
Our device will play an important part in ensuring that consumers may completely enjoy
their DeFi experience without any constraints! Users will be able to investigate such
DeFi transactions graphically without any difficulties or review, thanks to Metadex’s
security and technology.
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Products
1. Metadex Dao
Our platform will employ a smart contract designed exclusively for stake performance,
and you will be able to leverage our DAO Stake mechanism to increase your tokens and
investments. SUNI and DSE holders will get a stake exchange bridge, with the APY set
by the size of the treasury deposit, and rewards issued to all participants

2. Metadex Pool
All DeFi groups will be included, and our technical staff will evaluate them on deployed
smart contracts to reduce fraud in future projects. You will find a selection of projects
that have been reviewed and assessed to assist you in making sound investment
decisions.

3. Metadex Cross Chain
To ease asset trade, Metadex will create a cross-chain architecture that will connect
several different blockchain networks. It will enable easier and more economical asset
circulation for ETH, BSC, Polygon, and other assets.

4. Metadex Social Network
By looking at prominent influencers' social activities, you may learn about the hottest
crypto debates and trending coins.

5. Metadex Track Pair
We provide information on newly developed and tested pairs for community
distribution and transaction security.

6. Metadex Charts
Our API charts allow you to get information on token prices, trading pairs, traders,
AMMs, on-chain transactions, and more at Metadex
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Products
7. Metadex NFT
Learn about the tokens and coins that are being listed. Be a part of the beginning, and
you will have a better chance of making money.

8. Metadex Swap
At Metadex, we seek to make blockchain data simply accessible and understandable.
Get real-time information on swapping, adding, or deleting digital assets from AMM's
liquidity pools.

9. Metadex Alerts
Invest in the best and safest APYs from numerous pools on decentralized exchanges to
increase your money.

10. Metadex Launchpad
There is an onboarding menu for incubator ventures, seed rounds, private sales, and
public rounds. You may invest in the top start-ups and get a fair return on your money.

11. Metadex News
Get breaking and trending news from project teams and major media sites in real-time.

12. Metadex Apps Native (android & iOS)
Our API charts allow you to get information on token prices, trading pairs, traders,
AMMs, on-chain transactions, and more at Metadex
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ECOSYSTEM
Metadex will provide a new business environment that will connect several chains and
cover all application scenarios. To deliver easier, high-performance, low-cost, and nondifferentiated crypto-asset financial services to worldwide users, it will simply extend
usage scenarios and reduce the utilization barrier. The results are the fair asset price,
fast transaction settlement, and free movement of values.
The core of DeFi's value is exchanged, but they are far from the end. Metadex will
spread the panorama horizontally. Creating more innovative commodities is an
important part of creating value. The following is what Metadex will do after that.

1. Liquidity released indefinitely
Over-collateralization and LP pledging with liquidity certificates are two approaches that
Metadex will continue to support. It will also provide MDEX with various application
scenarios and liquidity benefits, allowing customers to generate big profits while
drastically increasing capital use efficiency.

2. One-stop-shop for descendants
Metadex will employ DeFi Lego recombination to generate new derivatives like
leveraged trading gradually, options trading, and prediction markets, providing users
with fuller, more efficient, and reliable products while also enhancing the benefits of
MDEX owners.

3. A brand-new DeFi ecosystem has been created.
We want to have a vibrant ecosystem with more partners and developers at the top of
our priority. The Metadex will provide complete support to developers and creative
projects worldwide, including financial, technological, and community interaction. We
will regularly examine each application and provide feedback.
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OUR GOALS
Our objective is to compile a list of all DeFi exchange platforms, build native apps for
various mobile devices, and create an API for worldwide and free blockchain chain
consumption. Implement our services in the metaverse and provide investors peace of
mind by validating projects.
Metadex aims to provide one-stop liquidity services for more high-quality assets and a
secure, diverse, and cost-effective transaction experience for users.
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THE PLATFORM
Metadex Stake Dao
Metadex's ultimate objective is to become a Metadex DAO with total decision-making
authority for platform users.
The MDEX, which will be sent to the network's active users, will operate as a
governance tool, allowing collectors and producers to vote on various upgrades and
determine how the network might develop. As a result, the platform's governance is
directly responsive to our most active users, moving Metadex closer towards becoming
a public good governed by those who appreciate it most.
We want to construct a Metadex DAO to decentralize power and distribute it to the
community. Contributors, administrators, moderators, volunteers, and developers will all
be working toward the same objective. All project management powers and posts will
be elected through the DAO, which is expected to take 2-3 years.

Metadex Ethereum Network
Ethereum is develop on top of a blockchain network. A decentralized blockchain,
distributed public ledger that verifies and records all transactions. DApps are a
burgeoning trend of Ethereum-based applications that disrupt or establish new
business models.

Metadex BNB Chain Network
Binance Chain is a blockchain software system that Binance and its community have
created. Binance DEX, on the other hand, refers to the decentralized exchange
functionality built on top of the Binance Chain.The new blockchain and DEX are
intended to provide a decentralized alternative marketplace for issuing and exchanging
digital assets.

Metadex Shibarium Chain Network
Shibarium is likely an L2 built on top of an existing (Ethereum) blockchain. The
ShibaSwap, a native decentralized exchange (DEX) that compensates SHIB holders
depending on the total swaps taking place on the DEX, is already part of the project.
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Metadex Matic Chain Network
Matic Network is an off/side chain scaling solution for current platforms that allows
DApps and user features to scale and provide a better user experience.

Metadex Fantom Chain Network
Fantom is a fast and high-throughput open-source smart contract platform for digital
assets and decentralized applications. The aBFT consensus protocol from Fantom
provides unrivalled speed, security, and dependability. Transactions are virtually
instantaneous, and costs are minimal.

Metadex Cronos Chain Network
Cronos is an EVM-compatible chain that runs alongside the Crypto.org Chain. Its goal is
substantially to extend the Chain DeFi ecosystem by allowing developers quickly
migrate programs from Ethereum and EVM-compatible chains to Chain DeFi.

Metadex Avalancha Chain Network
Avalanche is an open and programmable decentralised smart contract platform. Launch
Ethereum DApps at avalanche that immediately confirms transactions and process
hundreds of transactions every second, far beyond any available decentralized
blockchain platform.

Metadex Arbitrum Chain Network
Arbitrum is Ethereum's next-generation layer-2 protocol. A layer-2 solution helps
Ethereum scale by allowing transactions off-chain before aggregating and sending
them to the base layer as a single transaction.

Metadex Metis Chain Network
Metis Chain Network is a decentralized economic platform that makes it simple and
scalable to build, run, and develop any decentralized app, business, or community on
the blockchain.
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Metadex Aurora Chain Network
Aurora is a third-generation blockchain-based decentralized application platform aimed
at bringing mature blockchain technology solutions to the whole industry.

Metadex Board Explorer
You may insert, resize, and reorganize "widgets" on the Dashboard. You will be able to
keep track of all of your vital information in one spot and trade using Multiway widgets.

Metadex Pair Explorer
Explore token pairings in real-time with a transaction summary and graphing tools.

Metadex token Explorer
With Token Explorer, you can examine extensive analytics, crucial connections, liquidity
pools, social buzz, and more for each ERC20 token.

Metadex Real-time transactions & Charts
You will now see full history charts when you open a pair page. The option to store
indicator and graph templates has been adding real-time transactions.

Metadex Find Pairs
More pair token information, a trust score for the pair token, a share button, the ability to
trade straight from the pair explorer page, and history chart data may be added to the
pair explorer. Fix a fault where the latest price is not displayed on the final chart candle,
and provide the ability to filter the transaction log by order type.

Metadex Wallet info & tracker
Make intelligent transactions by looking into your own and others' wallets. The Wallet
Explorer will let you search for and obtain full information on any Ethereum wallet,
including token balances, transaction history, and connected wallets.
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Metadex Referral Program
Referring People to Metadex gives the referrer a percent of all future earnings from the
referred. The platform covers this cost so that referred aren't negatively affected. The
referral software permits passive profits as long as the referred ones use MDEX Token.
You can earn rewards through referral or motivation programs via YouTube, WhatsApp,
telegram, and different social media systems.

Metadex Launchpad ICO/IDO/IEO
MetaDex provides all of the tools, Venture Capitalist deals (VC deals), and resources
needed to launch any accepted project successfully. Supporting these initiatives
includes not just contributing with funding but also providing advice, technical
assistance, and the necessary introductions.
Our system is community-driven and decentralized. Therefore, any project that is
rejected by the community is also rejected by the system. However, any project
approved onto the MetaDex platform is given all the necessary resources, support, and
help to ensure a successful launch. MetaDex also provides a fantastic service in that it is
a multi-chain initiative. It will assist projects in raising funds without incurring any
additional costs.

Metadex Swap
This platform is designed to allow users to securely Swap Tron, Solana, Binance Coin
(BNB), Ethereum, and many other tokens without relying on centralized services or
losing control over their private keys. But People can buy and sell MDEX tokens through
MetaDex Swap. All trades are automatically executed via smart contracts as a
decentralised exchange, eliminating counterparty risks.

Metadex Real-time transactions & Charts
Metadex was given to liquidity providers in exchange for their services. Users pay the
fees to trade on Metadex, which are distributed to liquidity providers based on the
number of LP tokens they possess or the percentage of the pool they own. Because LP
provides liquidity, they may incur a slight reduction and may not receive the same
quantity of returned tokens.The main purpose is to keep the holder informed about the
performance of the MDEX Token by preventing whale dips when used in a huge tradeoff.
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Metadex NFT
Metadex Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are blockchain-based assets that are one-of-akind and non-transferable. The Metadex Platform allows these tokens to be linked to
anything. The fundamental qualities of NFTs give them a particular value and
fundamentally separate them from other types of assets. Verifiable uniqueness and
indivisibility are among these properties. The quantity and provenance of any particular
token may be ascertained without the requirement of a trustworthy intermediary since
the underlying code is visible. NFTs are part of a bigger paradigm shift away from
centralized to decentralized systems, in our perspective.

Metadex Social Network
Metadex is planning a massive international media tour to promote the collection to
millions of people. The goal is to get as many people involved as possible, help them
with their investments, or connect them with the right community. We are not hyping
this project at all. We are providing real utility, passive income, and a fun way to invest in
your future.
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METADEX STAKE
All staked tokens are held in a safe wallet with a double-checking system. As more
people, particularly institutional investors, discover the crypto market's lucrativeness,
crypto staking is swiftly becoming a trend of earning passive income by just maintaining
or locking assets in a wallet. Due to the technical limitations of staking cryptos, MDEX
token staking platforms were created to allow investors, including those with little
technical knowledge of cryptos, to stake MDEX and obtain Passive Earning or lucrative
NFTs as staking incentives.
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METADEX DISTRIBUTION
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ROADMAP
1. OCT 2021
Concept: Concept Generation
Team Assemble

2. NOV 2021
API development: Creation of our own
API in Blockchain

3. DEC 2021
Platform Launch: Launch of our dapps
v0.0.1 platform

4. JAN 2022
5. APR 2022
official launch BSC: Create the
main pool on the binance smart
chain blockchain at
pancakeswap

ICO Presale
Presale made through the
coinmarketcap platform

6, APR 2022
official launch ETH: Create the main pool on the
Ethereum blockchain at uniswap

7. JUNE 2022
Mobile Applications:
Development of native
applications
for Android & IOS

8. JULY 2022:
Integration of all networks: Integration of all
blockchain networks

9. AGO 2022:
API Graph
Launch of our graph platform
for developers

10. SET 2022:
Meta Swap: Integrate multiswap in our tool

11. NOV 2022:
New roadmap for 2023
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